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Abstract

Web applications live in a chaotic mess of conflicting standards and intentions. In
an effort to introduce order a protocol targeting user authorisation was developed and
named Open authorisation (OAuth).

Successful implementation of the protocol is paramount to the security of OAuth 1
and OAuth 2 providers. The development of a provider can be facilitated by a dedicated
OAuth library, which in the field of information security is generally accepted as best
practice. OAuthLib aims to fill the Python OAuth library void and has a strong focus on
usability and security. My goal for this study was to advance the progress of OAuthLib
by contributing a foundation for OAuthLib features, based on common security related
mistakes made by OAuth providers.

Errors were identified in a two-step process. Firstly an estimation of probable errors
was created through a cross section analysis of the CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous

Software Errors list and the two OAuth protocols. Sixteen of the twenty five outlined
errors were found to be applicable to OAuth providers. Secondly the estimation was
validated and extended upon through interviews with providers and security experts.
Three additional types of vulnerabilities were identified in these interviews including
the surprisingly extensive but not yet widely recognised timing attack vulnerability.

Mitigation techniques were explored for all nineteen identified errors. As a result,
nine errors are now automatically mitigated through new features in the OAuthLib
library, the majority through strict whitelisting of all input parameters and HTTPS en-
forcement. Furthermore, recommendations for how to mitigate the remaining 10 errors
were included in the OAuthLib documentation. Unfortunately, due to time restrictions,
only OAuth 1 features could be developed and OAuth 2 remains future work.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Software security is challenging and security experts rare [1]. The creation of secure
software is best done through its incorporation into the entire software development life
cycle [2]. Successfully achieving this requires architects, designers, programmers and
testers to have a certain degree of security knowledge and awareness [3]. Gaining this
knowledge is however time consuming and difficult and as a result few developers have
the time or interest needed to claim such knowledge [4]. Furthermore, given there is
often little or no incentive from management to focus on security best practices experts
in the field are becoming increasingly rare. The reason for this lies in an inaccurate
view of security’s value. With it being notoriously hard to test and measure, it is as a
result extremely difficult to prove that adequate security has been obtained [5].

The lack of security awareness in software development poses increasing risks as
services on the web become more and more interconnected. In the White Hat Website
Security Statistic Report [6] the average website has approximately 230 serious vul-
nerabilities, most of which could have been averted if proper security practices were
followed. Indeed several notable websites have been taken down by attackers who
gained access through an insecure node in an interconnected system and used this node
to gain further access [7]. It is also becoming increasingly widespread for web appli-
cations act on behalf of a user, a practice that is especially common for social networks
where third party applications are authorised access to a user’s private information [8].
Vulnerabilities in either the social network or the third party application could give
attackers not only access to private information but also enable them to impersonate
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the user.

Service providers interested in offering their services to third party developers com-
monly do so through the use of a public application programming interface (API). Un-
less the service provider only wants to provide anonymous access they will face the
difficult challenge of implementing proper user authorisation, the process by which a
user agrees to let a client act as the user, and client authentication, the process in which
the client proves its identity to the service provider. While most service providers
would be able to provide an authorisation and authentication system, the number of
weaknesses of the system could be large. Indeed succeeding in creating a highly se-
cure authentication and authorisation system requires detailed review and analysis of
the system covering a multitude of attack vectors [9]. Even when great care is taken
to produce a secure system there will always be a risk of having overlooked an attack
vector or subtle bug. It was only last year that Facebook experienced a major informa-
tion leakage caused by their now deprecated use of an insecure authentication scheme
[10].

With an ever-increasing number of public APIs available there is a clear need for
a robust authorisation and authentication scheme. Spearheaded by Twitter the OAuth
protocol [11] was created to address the problems associated with both user and client
authentication to ultimately create a standard for secure third party API access. OAuth
is based on the use of temporary credentials, known as tokens [12], to access pro-
tected resources. There are three main actors in OAuth. Firstly a provider who stores
protected resources and user information. Secondly a user, also known as a resource
owner, who owns the protected resources and finally a client, also referred to as a
consumer, who wishes to access the protected resources on behalf of the user.

On a high level OAuth works as follows, a client first registers with an OAuth
provider, then asks a user to authorise access to the client. Upon doing so the client
is given a token which it may use to act on behalf of the user. The details of how
the authorisation is requested and performed, as well as how the token is obtained,
vary and will be covered in more detail later. The use of tokens in OAuth allow the
user credentials to remain unknown to the client as opposed to the more traditional
non-OAuth workflow in which the user would surrender his user name and password
directly to the client. This greatly increases security between interconnected systems
since a leaked token would not give an attacker full access whereas a leaked user name
and password pair would.

OAuth, despite being of a high security standard, struggled to gain widespread
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popularity. Reported to be excessively complex to implement for service providers
and clients, it also did not support non-confidential clients such as user agent scripts or
mobile applications. The former required an unforgiving process of parameter collec-
tion, encoding and sorting in order to create a verifiable message authentication code
(MAC), a process prone to error and reportedly hard to accomplish [13]. Public clients
being unsupported come from the use of shared secrets, a problem since it is impossi-
ble for a client residing in an insecure environment to ensure the confidentiality of the
secret.

OAuth 2 [14], the successor to OAuth is currently in the process of being formalised
into a RFC with draft 26 being considered stable. OAuth 2 was created to address
the above mentioned problems with OAuth through the introduction of four types of
authorisation grants to meet the need of public and confidential clients. It removes
the requirement for signatures but they are still optionally available through the use of
MAC Access Authentication tokens [15].

The successful development and correct implementation of OAuth is of paramount
importance to the security of the provider. OAuth 1 as well as OAuth 2 present the
developers with a number of requirements, many of which are fairly challenging to
meet. While the topic of developing OAuth consumers has been widely discussed and
documented information related to implementing OAuth providers remain scarce. As
a result aspiring OAuth providers risk introducing vulnerabilities that could have been
avoided if more documentation was available on the subject.

Existing OAuth libraries for Python began as minimal clients used to interact with
pioneer providers such as Twitter. They grew to support what the client needed and
eventually released as open source projects. Few libraries were useful outside the
initial application in which they were used and never gained popularity. One OAuth
library prevailed and is now called python-oauth2, which is simply the successor to
python-oauth rather than a library for OAuth 2 support. python-oauth2 does not fully
support OAuth and is targeted at an older version, it is not backed by a dedicated team
but rather abandoned and living spread out as forks on GitHub, it is aimed at clients
and have limited support for providers. In conclusion the OAuth support in Python,
especially for providers, is poor and in great need of improvement.
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1.2 Problem description and purpose

Providing a secure API using OAuth is challenging and succeeding depends on a com-
prehensive understanding of security as well as the OAuth specification [16]. From the
complexities involved in providing and consuming OAuth services it has become clear
that a dedicated, open and secure OAuth library should be used [17]. Preferably the
library should have a strong focus on usability, correctness and security. Furthermore
it would be beneficial if the library was secure by default with security best practices
forced upon the user. By requiring explicit deviation from the secure defaults it will
be obvious to code reviewers when a deviation was made. Consequently time can
be spent pursuing the reason for why a change was needed and whether it meets the
security standards of the provider, as opposed to auditing the core functionality. An
open library permits anyone to verify the correctness of the implementation, which ul-
timately strengthens the implementation. A library with these properties is the actively
developed open source OAuthLib [18] Python [19] library.

The purpose of this study was to explore the attack surface of OAuth providers and
to show how common attacks can be prevented using OAuthLib. Automatic mitigation
features should be developed for each identified attack vector or if such a feature is
outside the scope of an OAuth library then a recommendation for how to mitigate the
attack should be included in the library documentation. OAuthLib features should be
secure by default and require users to explicitly opt-out of automatic attack mitigation.

1.3 Delimitations

From a developer perspective the two interesting parties in OAuth are the consumer
application and the provider application. The former is indisputably the most abundant
and as previously mentioned consumers have been discussed and documented in much
greater detail. Providers are still relatively rare and currently limited to the major social
networks and a few pioneers. Details about the internal setup of existing providers are
naturally kept secret and as a result new OAuth providers will find little if any helpful
information about mistakes and best practices. In an effort to fill this void I will focus
solely on OAuth providers, consumers will not be covered.

Both OAuth and OAuth 2 allow extensions to key parts of the protocol such as
signature methods [11, s. 3.4] and grant types [14, s. 4]. Extensions are unlike the core
protocol essentially unspecified to allow for maximum flexibility. Because of this it is
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futile to analyse the security properties of generic extensions. While interesting results
may be found by analysing specific extensions due to time constraints and limited
applicability of the few rare defined extensions I choose to exclude all extensions in
this study.

When studying security it is conventional to discuss input and output. Input will
be restricted to incoming HTTP requests of two types, requests made by an OAuth
consumer application and requests made by a user-agent application (web browser).
Output will be of three types of HTTP responses, responses returned directly to an
OAuth consumer; responses redirecting a user-agent; and normal non-redirecting re-
sponses to the user-agent. The input to the provider application will be considered raw
and equal to the HTTP request travelling the web, as opposed to automatically sanitise
by a framework or a HTTP server.

The focus will be on the implementation of an OAuth provider and therefore only
attacks and errors related to the implementation will be covered. A large number of
attacks are due to configuration errors that are essentially impossible to cover generi-
cally because of the incomparable environment of nearly all server setups. However,
errors in configuration which can be easily detected by the provider application will be
included.

Providers are assumed to have been implemented in high level garbage collected
language in which exploits such as buffer overflow attacks are automatically prevented
by the interpreter. Implementations of mitigation techniques and demonstrations of
attacks will only be given for the Python OAuthLib library, however porting the miti-
gation features to other libraries, platforms and languages should be straightforward.
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Chapter 2

Theory

Authorization and authentication protocols are rarely implemented correctly due to the
inherent challenges in security. Despite the clear specification of OAuth and OAuth
2 it remains probable that new implementations will introduce errors. Indeed the im-
portance of using a thoroughly vetted library which has affirmed itself is paramount to
application security.

The usability of an OAuth library could be enhanced through the introduction of
features mitigating errors frequently made by OAuth providers. I hypothesise that there
are such errors and that the majority can be averted through the use of an accomplished
OAuth library.

The two main sources of errors and mitigations are the 2011 CWE/SANS Top 25

Most Dangerous Software Errors (CWE) [20] list and the OWASP Top 10 Application
Security Risks - 2010 (OWASP) [21] list. The former includes and elaborates further
on all risks covered in OWASP and will consequently be used as the main reference
when identifying errors.

I anticipate that OAuth provider applications will share the errors outlined in CWE
and OWASP as both CWE and OWASP are collections of common errors prevalent in
all applications. However, unlike most development scenarios, OAuth providers are
guided by a detailed spec which may render errors in CWE and OWASP less relevant
in practice. Whether this is the case will be confirmed through interviews with OAuth
providers and security experts.
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Chapter 3

Methods

The study was broken up into three tasks which were solved in parallel; the identifi-
cation of common errors, exploration of mitigation techniques and OAuthLib features
development.

3.1 Identification of common errors

Errors were identified in a two step process. First a mapping of errors from CWE and
OWASP to OAuth provider workflows laid ground for an estimation of which errors are
most probable. Then new errors were discovered and the validity of estimated errors
confirmed through interviews with Todd Singleton, Solutions Architect for Mashery
and security expert Paul McMillan, Django Core Developer. This two step process was
found to give a sufficiently accurate view of errors as well as conform to the limited
time frame of this study in a preliminary study I conducted.

Alternative methods for error identification were explored but found unfeasible
for this study. The methods include formal verification A.2, white box testing A.3
and black box testing A.4 which are all excellent methods for discovering weaknesses
but they would have required either a substantial amount of time and/or insights into
possibly sensitive system information.

3.1.1 Mapping CWE and OWASP to OAuth provider workflows

CWE and OWASP both lists common errors made when developing applications but
not all listed errors are relevant to an OAuth provider application. Relevant errors were
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found by first exploring which actions were needed by OAuth providers depending
on the different authorisation models outlined in the respective specifications [11][14],
then analysing the CWE and OWASP lists to intersect found actions with actions likely
to cause error. Due to time constraints, errors unrelated to software development were
excluded, such errors included setting incorrect file permissions and improper code
management.

Models were created in which the sequence of actions necessary for each authori-
sation model was explored [Appendix B]. The models provide a high level overview of
a possible implementation as opposed to an actual implementation in code or pseudo
code. This allowed a useful abstraction to be made in which a range of different im-
plementations could be covered without compromising the accuracy with which errors
were discovered. For example could different storage mediums such as in memory
key-value stores, SQL-, NoSQL- and flat file databases all be analysed as the action
of retrieving and storing information. Naturally small exceptions had to be made for
attacks tied to a specific medium, such as SQL injections or unrestricted file traversal.

There is one workflow available in the OAuth 1 RFC 5489 and four in the OAuth 2
draft excluding extensions. In addition to the OAuth 1 workflow (three-legged OAuth)
there are services that allow a variant commonly referred to as two-legged OAuth as
well. Because of the lack of a clear specification two-legged OAuth was excluded.

The workflows are versatile with OAuth 1 supporting three different signature
methods and OAuth 2 a number of different grant and token types. All three signature
methods of OAuth 1 have been covered. All OAuth 2 grant types and two token types
have been included; using Bearer tokens [22] and MAC Access Authentication tokens
[15]. SAML2 tokens [23] and extension token types [14, s. 4.5] have not covered.

Actions related to each workflow can be seen in Figure 3.1 below where

O refers to the OAuth 1 workflow [B.1],

A to the OAuth 2 Authorisation Code Grant workflow [B.2],

I to the OAuth 2 Implicit Grant workflow [B.3],

P to the OAuth 2 Resource Owner Password Credentials Grant workflow [B.4],

C to the OAuth 2 Client Credentials Grant workflow [B.5] and

M to OAuth 2 using MAC tokens [B.7].
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# O A I P C M Action Description

1 X X X X X X Retrieving or storing data in persistent or temporary storage
2 X X X X X X Performing string operations
3 X - - - - X Comparing dates and time
4 X - - - - X Creating cryptographic signatures
5 X X X X X X Generating a string of random characters
6 X - - - - X Storing sensitive information in plaintext
7 X X X - - - Sending raw client supplied input to resource owner user-agent
8 X X X - - - Redirecting resource owner to client provided URI
9 X X X X X X Authorising access to protected resources

10 X X X X X X Ensuring all resources are protected
11 X X X X X X Using SSL
12 - X X X X - Understanding the OAuth 2 grant types
13 X X X X X X Preventing timing attacks
14 X X X X X X Configuring servers to be secure
15 X X X X X X Using non-secure data as if it were secure

Table 3.1: Identified tasks

Detailed descriptions of the models and actions for each workflow have been in-
cluded in Appendix B. In addition to the workflows OAuth 1 client-, OAuth 2 client-
and redirection URI- registration are covered in Appendix B.8, B.9 and B.10 respec-
tively.

All errors in the CWE and OWASP were analysed and assigned to the appropriate
actions, if any, of those listed in Figure 3.1. Errors were deemed appropriate if there
was any scenario or implementation in which such an error may be introduced while
developing features supporting the action.

3.1.2 Interviews with OAuth providers and security experts

A number of contacts were obtained through the excellent support from the OAuth-
Lib developers David Gouldin and Idan Gazit including Paul McMillan (Django), Ian
McKellar (Rdio), Taylor Singletary (Twitter) and Eran Hammer (Yahoo!, Editor of
both the OAuth and the OAuth 2 specification). Through Eran Hammer I was fortu-
nate to acquire the emails of Breno de Medeiros (Google), Mark McGloin (IBM) and
Paul Tarjan (Facebook) which have responded to my inquires regarding an email inter-
view but as of this writing have not had time to get back with answers to my questions.

I interviewed with Paul McMillan over Skype and discussed a wide range of se-
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curity topics related to OAuth, Django and software development in general. From
talking to Ian McKellar I learned of the company Mashery. Mashery was contacted
through email and I got in contact with their solutions architect, Todd Singleton, whom
quickly provided informative answers to a number of questions.

In addition was a number of OAuth providers found by the use of search engines
and an old OAuth.net wiki entry and then contacted through email inquiring about
whether they may be interested in participating in a survey or an interview. A very
scarce number of replies were received of which only one, SmugMug.com, was inter-
ested but as of this writing have not had time to setup an interview.

3.2 Exploration of mitigation techniques

After each error was identified techniques to mitigate it was explored. CWE and
OWASP, which both include pointers to how attacks might be mitigated, were used
as a starting point. Detailed information and examples of the attacks were gathered
from related papers published mainly by IEEE and ACM as well as independent arti-
cles. Complex mitigation techniques were vetted with Paul McMillan or reviewed by
a number of security enthusiasts at security.stackexchange.com.

3.3 Development of OAuthLib features

Features were developed in a test driven design manner with helpful suggestions from
the OAuthLib team. Like OAuthLib the features were targeted at Python versions
2.6 and 2.7 but little to no modification should be needed to port them to 3.3 when
needed. Development was done transparently on GitHub with unit tests conducted
locally through tox/nosetests and on the CI server by travisbot. Documentation was
generated from the source using pycco and complemented by a user guide written
in reStructuredText. Analysis of the third-party cryptographic library dependency was
discussed with the OAuthLib team and Paul McMillan. The OAuthLib team co-operate
in a fully distributed setup in which discussions are carried out through a multiple of
mediums including email, IRC, GitHub issues, Twitter and Google Talk.
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Chapter 4

Results and discussion

Sixteen of the CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous Software Errors were found to be
applicable to OAuth providers. In addition three less common but severe errors were
identified in interviews.

• Enabling enumeration of secrets and other sensitive enumeration through vari-
able request verification exuction time.

• Lack of sufficient entropy when creating tokens resulting in guessable tokens
which could be exploited to impersonate users and clients.

• Misunderstand the correct use-case for different OAuth 2 grant types and possi-
bly compromising the security of both clients and providers.

Consequences for the provider as well as resource owner(s) if a provider would intro-
duce any of the errors into their code base have been briefly mentioned in this chapter.
Naturally the impact will differ from provider to provider with a severity ranging from
little or no damage to their servers being fully compromised. A resource owners iden-
tity and resources are both of interest to malicious agents and there are numerous sce-
narios through which an attacker can gain access to resources or even fully impersonate
the resource owner. Few actions were found through which resource owners could en-
sure their own safety except to thoroughly research the practices of both the client
and provider themselves, a task which require skills which are unreasonable to expect
from normal users. Resource owners would, however, be able to inquire whether SSL
is used for all interactions between user, client and provider and if that would be the
case get some comfort in that security has not been entirely overlooked.
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Automatic prevention features for nine of the nineteen identified errors were devel-
oped for OAuthLib with recommendations for how to mitigate the remaining 10 using
solid security practices and web frameworks were added to the library documentation.

Detailed descriptions of the errors and mitigation techniques have been outlined in
Section 4.1. OAuth specific enhancements to the mitigation techniques are presented
in Section 4.2. An overview of the developed security features are discussed in Section
4.3.

4.1 Task-Error mapping and mitigation techniques

A summary of identified errors is shown in Figure 4.1 below. All fifteen tasks from
Section 3.1.1 were intersected with the errors from CWE and OWASP. Additional
errors were added after interviews with Paul McMillan and Todd Singleton.

# CWE OWASP Action Description

1 1, 2, 13 1, 4 Retrieving or storing data in persistent or temporary storage
2 3, 20 - Performing string operations
3 - - Comparing dates and time
4 19 - Creating cryptographic signatures
5 - - Generating a string of random characters
6 8 7 Storing sensitive information in plaintext
7 4, 9 2 Sending raw client supplied input to resource owner user-agent
8 22 10 Redirecting resource owner to client provided URI
9 6, 15, 17 8 Authorising access to protected resources

10 5, 6 3 Ensuring all resources are protected
11 8 9 Using SSL
12 - - Understanding the OAuth 2 grant types
13 - - Preventing timing attacks
14 11, 14, 17 6 Configuring servers to be secure
15 8, 19 7 Using non-secure data as if it were secure

Table 4.1: Task-Error mapping

Note that even if the task did not directly map to an error that is not an indication
of it being inherently secure or that the impact of an error would be less than for those
mapped to CWE and OWASP.
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4.1.1 Retrieving or storing data in persistent or temporary storage

Web application, including OAuth providers, are frequently retrieving information
from storage, either temporary, persistent or both. When the retrieval is dependent on
possibly malicious input this opens up for four dangerous and common errors, namely
CWE #1/OWASP A1, CWE #2, CWE#13 and OWASP A4. There may be severe im-
plications from a successful attack depending on how deeply defended the server under
attack is [24]. Ranging from allowing unrestricted user impersonation and data theft
to possible disclosure of sensitive server information or protected resources.

CWE #1, OWASP A1 A SQL injection attack could enable an attacker unrestricted
access to stored information. This could lead to a full server compromise if
an adequate amount sensitive information about the system, such as system ac-
counts, can be extracted from or altered in the database. A solid defense in depth
solution may restrict this attack to disclose only a minimal extent of sensitive
information or protected resources tied to the application itself [24]. However, if
the attacker successfully obtains tokens with their respective token secrets then
the attacker will be able to impersonate the corresponding users as well as access
their protected resources.

CWE #2 An OS Command injection attack could compromise the security of the en-
tire server. With the attacker acquiring full control of all services running on
the server and naturally access to all stored data. Moreover this would enable
further attacks inside the network in which the server is hosted, attacks which
might have been impossible before the server compromise.

CWE #13 File traversal attacks enable the attacker to get hold of sensitive system in-
formation which could enable more severe attacks. Depending on the storage
setup this may include tokens and token secrets which would enable user im-
personation. Attackers executing successful file traversal attacks may be able
to obtain sensitive system information, such as accounts and their passwords,
consequently enabling an offline brute force attack on passwords which may
eventually lead to a full server compromise.

OWASP A4 Insecure direct object references expose system internals to an attacker.
A trivial example would be a provider using the database row id as a client
identifier. An adept attacker would quickly make this connection and could then
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proceed to enumerate all users in the database. Indeed insecure direct object
references are frequently used to enumerate information necessary to execute
more elaborate attacks or in an attempt to disclose new attack vectors.

Privilege restriction is an efficient defense in depth solution which can limit the
impact of potential attacks, regardless of the storage medium. An example would be
the separation of data retrieval and storage into different actions. Where the former
is executed with read only access and the latter with minimum required write access.
These restrictions will reduce the number of possible attacks as well as their impact
considerably.

For each storage medium there exist adapted mitigations techniques:

• For SQL database storage the input could be encoded in such a way that SQL
injection is prevented. The input could be checked for malicious input but due
to the differences in different SQL databases interpretation of SQL this is not
optimal [25]. Strict whitelisting is preferred [26].

• Securing input through encoding or malicious data detection is particularly dif-
ficult for OS Commands due to the wide variety of available commands and al-
lowed formatting (CWE #2). Blacklisting is not a viable option, instead providers
should consider strict whitelisting or if possible fully eliminate the dependency
on client and user input in OS Commands [27].

• The majority of file traversal attacks can be prevented through the use of a real
path function, which is available in all major programming languages. In short,
a real path function removes dangerous character sequences and attacks on sym-
bolic links [28].

• Insecure direct object references can be mitigated by mapping values in a way
which does not disclose details of the underlying system. Continuing on the
example earlier in this section we could add a mapping of random strings to
the database row IDs, thus hiding the internal representation through a small
performance loss and tiny increase in complexity [29].

4.1.2 Performing string operations

String operations include concatenating, splitting, searching, comparing and copying.
There are a number of low level attacks enabled by erroneous implementations and
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providers should be aware of CWE #3 (Classic buffer overflow) and #20 (Incorrect
calculation of buffer size). However low level attacks on strings are not included in
this study as they are prevented by high level language interpreters.

One low level attack prevails even in memory managed languages and it is Denial
of Service (DoS) attacks in which a physical resource is exhausted. A DoS attack
would not give an attacker access to protected resources but it would render the pro-
tected resources inaccessible to users. DoS attacks are notoriously difficult to mitigate
and require active monitoring and action upon detection of attacks. For example could
requests from clients deemed malicious be failed before any resources are allocated
[30].

Moreover strings are subject to a number of encoding/decoding errors which is
discussed in more detail in Section 4.1.7.

4.1.3 Comparing dates and time

Date time comparisons in OAuth are done on UNIX timestamps which are integers in
the order of ten billion and up. As a result of this limited variety the date time string can
easily be validated and converted to an integer, which is then used for the comparison.
This calculation should prove trivial to implement safely even for languages in which
integer wrap-around might be an issue.

Omitting a timestamp check however indicates improper handling of timestamp
and nonce pairs. Failing to check for used nonces and/or allowing old nonces to be
reused would enable replay attacks [31]. A successful replay attack could allow the
attacker to find the secret keys shared between a specific client and the provider. Ob-
taining such a key pair would enable the attacker to access the protected resources of
any user of the client for whom he has also collected tokens.

4.1.4 Creating cryptographic signatures

Cryptography is difficult and attempts to implement cryptographic algorithms are con-
sistently found flawed. Instead carefully crafted cryptographic libraries developed by
cryptographers and vetted through extensive testing and analysis by other cryptog-
raphers should be employed. Unfortunately while there are implementations of RSA,
HMAC and SHA1 available for all major languages a considerable number of these im-
plementations do not fulfill these requirements. A concern with amateur cryptographic
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libraries is that random numbers are generated incorrectly. Failure to use secure cryp-
tographic functions is discussed in CWE #19.

CWE #19 focus on authentication systems where a new cryptographic algorithm
has been invented by non-cryptographers. OAuth however requires either HMAC or
RSA signatures which effectively prevents custom insecure signatures. However, an
improved attack on SHA1 was discovered in which the probability of collision was
significantly increased and consequently the time window in which RSA signatures are
safe from attack has been reduced. Experts believe that with the steady improvement
of computer hardware attacks on RSA may become feasible around year 2020 [32].

A widespread misconception is the belief that cryptography equals security. Nu-
merous developers fail to acknowledge that encrypting data in a hostile environment
such as a script in a browser is insecure. Indeed ample proof of this misconception
could be found by searching for the use JavaScript cryptographic libraries, which have
no known security related use-case [33]. The violated premise is that secret keys must
remain secret for the security of encryption to hold. Consequently OAuth 1 should not
be used in environments which are unable to keep secrets safe. OAuth 2 addressed the
need for public clients with the Implicit Grant. This grant type does not solve the issue
of insecure key storage and as such OAuth providers should be aware of the insecurities
inherent in non confidential clients and restrict access to resources accordingly.

4.1.5 Generating a string of random characters

Tokens should be generated using truly random numbers. If an attacker is able to
predict the sequence of random numbers generated by the OAuth provider then he can
effectively impersonate any client and user. Failure to provide non-guessable tokens is
not directly related to any of the CWE or OWASP errors but remains one of the more
critical issues in security on the web[34] [35] [36] and there have been a multitude of
attacks on different protocols in the last two decades [37].

Unfortunately the standard random number generator module of Python, and nu-
merous other languages, is based on the Mersenne twister which does not give ade-
quately random output. The reason for this is a trade-off in which substantial perfor-
mance gains are made by using a pseudo-random number generator instead of a truly
random one. When true random numbers are needed there is SystemRandom in Python
which can provide good random output (i.e. from /dev/urandom on Linux).
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4.1.6 Storing sensitive information in plaintext

In OAuth sensitive information is secret keys and tokens. Secret keys are used when
signing requests in OAuth or creating MAC token signatures in OAuth 2. Unless there
is a clear need to be able to retrieve tokens in plaintext then they should be salted and
hashed using a slow hashing algorithm such as PKBDF2 [38], bcrypt [39] or scrypt
[40]. Salting is a common defense against attacks using rainbow tables and slow hash-
ing algorithms slow down offline attacks by orders of magnitude [41]. An argument
for storing them in plaintext would be facilitate token revocation, however, tokens will
normally be connected both to resource owners as well as clients and thus revoking all
tokens for a certain client or resource owner should be trivial.

The Shared secrets used in HMAC-SHA1 however, must be available for retrieval
in plaintext. There are two ways in which this can be achieved, either by storing them
in plaintext or encrypted, the latter does naturally require that the provider decrypt
them before use. CWE #8 and OWASP A7 are both related to insecure storage of
sensitive information, although CWE #8 focus more on storing sensitive information
such as passwords in plaintext, which should rather be hashed than encrypted.

The issue with encryption (as argued by a number of security experts including
Paul) is that storing the encryption key securely is problematic. Storing the encryption
key in plaintext would put the encrypted OAuth secret key at risk as well as give a false
sense of security [42]. Secure storage of sensitive information is instead achieved by
hardening the system against attacks, for example is proper input validation from all
sources of input vastly more efficient in protecting sensitive information than encryp-
tion.

Hardware security modules (HSM) would provide a relatively secure storage of
encryption keys but have their limitations and weaknesses, with cost being a major
one [43]. According to Paul McMillan, if physical security of data is an issue, then
employing a human guard to watch the server room is more viable than using HSM or
complex and cumbersome software practices.

4.1.7 Sending raw client supplied input to resource owner user-
agent

During client registration a broad range of possibly dangerous input may be supplied in
the form of text, images and links. All text input should be validated and either rejected
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or transformed if deemed dangerous. Failing to do so can allow attackers to trick the
OAuth provider to embed malicious code in their responses which then execute in
the user-agent, a common attack known as Cross Site Scripting (XSS), CWE #4 and
OWASP A2.

XSS is one of the most frequently exploited vulnerabilities on the web and an
attacker who would be able to inject malicious code at the authorisation step of OAuth
would be able to launch a number of attacks. One of which would be to steal the
identity cookie and effectively identify with the provider as the user itself. Doing
so could allow the attacker to not only access the users protected resources but to
fully take over the user account if the provider blindly trust the identity cookie for
authentication. Note that the theft of cookies would not be limited to the provider; the
attacker could steal any cookie the user has stored on his computer.

When text is sent to the resource owner user-agent it must be properly encoded for
the medium [44]. Links and images make for a wide attack surface and should be tested
using an off site CDN to ensure that they are not malicious. When outputting links
they should be attribute encoded and images should have their content-type header set
according to image type. File upload (CWE #9) falls under the input category with the
addition that files should be restricted to a set of accepted file types and a maximum
file size should be enforced [45]. Web frameworks can automatically prevent many
XSS attacks [46] and it is in the frameworks and applications using the framework
most XSS vulnerabilities should be prevented rather than in an OAuth library.

4.1.8 Redirecting resource owner to client provided URI

Open redirection is a web specific error discussed in both CWE #22 and OWASP A10.
OAuth providers are expected to redirect resource owners to URIs supplied by possibly
malicious clients and detecting which links are of an evil nature is a difficult and often
futile process. Fortunately providers can require clients to through means not covered
supply all possible redirection URIs they will use in advance. As a result of this pre-
registration the supplied redirection URI in each request serves only as an indicator of
which registered URI will be used and requests with invalid redirection URIs can be
discarded or failed.

Missing transport security during interactions or inadequate request verification on
the provider enables intercepting attackers to alter a request and as a result redirect
users to virtually any location. An attacker who successfully redirects the user to a
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malicious site can perform virtually any user-agent based attack, including XSS, CSRF
and Clickjacking [47]. Open redirection can have severe implications for the user but
it is dependent on other often more severe attacks succeeding. Note that interception of
requests are difficult to execute on confidential clients but often trivial on public clients
since the redirection URI could be altered in memory before the requests are made.

4.1.9 Authorising access to protected resources

OAuth support authorising access to different realms (or scope). Providers must ensure
that the client is allowed to operate within that scope before asking the resource owner
for authorisation (CWE #6, CWE #15). Care should also be taken to not authorise
scope access to clients which it did not intend for this scope (CWE #17). For example,
if access is not correctly authorised a malicious client with access to the normal user
realm could access resources restricted to the administrative realm.

4.1.10 Ensuring all resources are protected

The provider must ensure access tokens are only provided to authenticated clients or
when using the implicit grant in OAuth 2 to clients which has been authorised by the
resource owner. The topic of missing or invalid authentication is covered in CWE #5,
CWE #6 as well as OWASP A3.

Clients requesting access to protected resources should supply an access token. If
this token is inadequately verified an attacker may be able to access protected resources
directly using a fake token. Obviously this would give any attacker or inquisitive search
bot access to any users protected resources.

4.1.11 Using SSL

It has been shown that the use of transport layer security is vital for the security of both
OAuth 1 and 2 [48] [49] but neither OAuth nor OAuth 2 mandate the use of SSL for
all requests.

OAuth without SSL would allow any attacker to intercept client traffic, including
requests to protected resources. Attackers intercepting OAuth might attempt replay
attacks or offline brute forcing attacks which if successful would reveal which secret
keys have been used, consequently giving full access to the users protected resources.
Moreover if a request is made containing data which is not accounted for when creating
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the signature, then the data could be replaced by an intercepting attacker without affect-
ing the validity of the signature. Such data includes all non x-www-form-urlencoded
body data including but not limited to PDF files, images and XML.

OAuth 2 without SSL is essentially worthless. It would require little effort from
an attacker to obtain the information needed to impersonate a client, intercepting the
initial access token response from the provider or any of the client requests where
the access token is supplied would suffice. The security of OAuth 2 strongly relies
on SSL and providers should ensure that their SSL services are correctly configured
and secure, which concerningly often is not the case according to Paul McMillan. In
addition Todd Singleton stresses the fact that a number of consumers and providers are
unaware of the fact that SSL is essential for secure interactions.

4.1.12 Understanding the OAuth 2 grant types

At Mashery they have noticed that clients frequently fail to differentiate between the
Implicit grant and the Authorisation Code grant in OAuth 2. This is not surprising since
they may at first seem very similar; however they target completely different types of
clients. Implicit grant implies no reliable authentication of the client and providers
should treat all implicit access tokens with caution. Whereas the Authorisation Code
grant requires client authentication as well as token confidentiality. If the latter is used
where the former would be required then the provider may mistakenly trust the client
to access protected resources which may have been denied a public client. Failure to
differentiate between the grants also indicates a lacking understanding of security and
advertise to attackers that the system might be easily compromised.

4.1.13 Preventing timing attacks

In 2007 it was shown that a previously believed impractical attack was possible to ex-
ecute in several scenarios [50]. Timing attacks in which statistical analysis of response
times can be used to discover secrets such as HMAC shared keys were believed to be
practical only if executed on the host system or through side channel attacks requir-
ing physical access to the device being attacked. However Nate Lawson of rootLabs
discovered that attacks could be executed from separate virtual machines on the same
host, over the local area network, in the same data center or even in some cases re-
motely. The importance of acknowledging timing attacks was further stressed by Paul
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McMillan.

Timing attacks can be prevented by ensuring that tasks which may disclose sensi-
tive information are executed in constant or near constant time. Thus a task in which
a user name is checked would return after a set time regardless of whether the user
name was found or not. Similarly if two strings are compared the default behavior of
most languages is to exit early if two bytes do not match, this however, exposes the
system to timing attacks which could easily have been prevented through naive full
string comparisons [51]. Timing attacks on cryptographic functions such as RSA can
effectively be prevented using a method called blinding [52], a feature which is present
in all commendable cryptographic libraries.

Although several libraries have been found to be vulnerable to timing attacks and
adjusted for constant time execution there are still libraries which consider the attack
unfeasible and refuse to implement a fix [53].

4.1.14 Hardening servers

Correctly configuring a secure server is very difficult [54]. Not only can the security
of the servers be compromised by being wrongly configured, if there are vulnerable
applications on the server then the OAuth provider application will be at risk. Further-
more correct configuration is unique to each server and generic solutions are often not
enough requiring careful inspection and tweaking by system experts.

Since OAuth is dependent on SSL it is very important that SSL is properly config-
ured. Paul McMillan recommended the use of HSTS [55] and that providers should
take care to ensure that subtle sub-domain related bugs could not be exploited.

Securing a server is out of the scope of this study but it is worth pointing out that
an attacker who is able to compromise a server, no matter through which improperly
configured service, is likely to have access to users protected resources eventually.

4.1.15 Using non-secure data in a security context

Authentication and authorisation, whether OAuth is used or not, rarely exists on its
own in a self contained system but rather as part of a larger and more complex system.
Consequently one part of the system may intend to appropriately use a weak hash
function in a non-security context; however as is common in large system, another part
may then use the insecurely hashed data in a security context resulting in the security
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of the entire application being compromised. This error is common and as such the
use of insecure cryptographic functions, such as a weak hashing function, is discussed
in CWE #19.

The use of non-secure data as if it were secure is a problem which can manifest in
many forms and it is difficult to speculate how severe the implications might be. It is
safe to say however that the least it could do is expose sensitive system information
and/or introduce a new attack vector into the system.

4.2 OAuth specific mitigation techniques

Mitigation techniques outlined in the previous sections were developed for generic in-
put but an OAuth provider has the luxury of being able to strictly control possible input.
Because of this we are able to introduce strict whitelisting on all input parameters.

Through the use of a whitelisting rule set in which all input parameters are mapped
to an allowed length and pattern we can safely validate each input parameter and fail
all requests with invalid parameters. If the whitelisting rules are carefully crafted they
will prevent the majority of errors outlined previously, including CWE #1, CWE #2,
CWE #3, CWE #4, CWE #13 and OWASP A1. The rule set for this has been outlined
in Appendix C.

4.3 OAuthLib features

OAuthLibs OAuth 1 base server class has been extended with a number of security
features. Each feature has been designed to facilitate customisation by providers using
the class. This modularity allows providers to extend individual methods and build
upon the secure by default settings that have been carefully designed to prevent the
attacks identified in this study. Providers overriding default behaviour should take care
as to not introduce errors.

A test suite of unit tests has been added that further ensure strict adherence to the
spec and that the implementation is secure. The test suite can be configured to be
used with the provider implementation, giving providers a quick and rough security
evaluation of their custom provider class. The tests include fuzz testing [56] which
attempts a number of injection attacks and other malicious input attacks. A rather
unique test have been included containing an actual timing attack against the provider
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class with the goal of testing whether there is enough deviation in verification time for
timing attacks to be viable.

Features automatically preventing a total of 9 attacks have been developed. 1-
6) CWE #1, #2, #3, #4, #13 and #20 are prevented through strict whitelisting rules
discarding any request failing to pass the checks. These checks perform safe string op-
erations and ensure that no malicious input is used in database queries or other data re-
trieval actions. 7) Timing attacks are prevented through near constant time verification
for all requests, including those with invalid client and resource owner identifiers. 8)
Intercept and alternate attacks, commonly referred to as man-in-the-middle attacks are
prevented by mandating the use of SSL for all requests. 9) Open redirection attacks are
prevented by failing all requests using not previously registered redirection endpoints.
A bonus feature was the enhancement of the anti-replay attack prevention outlined in
the spec using nonces (number used once) and timestamps, the enhancement places
a strict, but configurable, limit on the max age of request, directly failing all requests
older than 600 seconds. In addition methods for generating tokens with large enough
entropy as well as methods for securely hashing tokens have been provided.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

OAuth 1 and OAuth 2 are both well designed and secure protocols. The small num-
ber of interactions required by the protocols and the few actions needed during each
interaction makes the implementation relatively straightforward to develop correctly.
However, security is prone to error and OAuth is no exception. Sixteen of the twenty
five errors collected in CWE were found to be applicable to OAuth providers, with
three additional errors surfacing in interviews.

Half of the identified errors (9/19) had automatic mitigation features implemented
for the OAuthLib library. The mitigation features include automatic testing of timing
attacks, whitelisting of input parameters, secure transport layer security enforcement
and strict adherence to the OAuth specifications. The developed features are based
on a strong security by default setting in which library users must explicitly over-
ride methods to alter behavior, making deviations from the secure default obvious and
easily reviewed. The remaining ten errors were documented with suggestions to which
actions should be taken to secure the provider application. A few of the errors have cor-
responding automatic mitigation features available but outside the scope of an OAuth
library, instead they can be found in several of the major Python web frameworks
available.

There are several attacks which would enable attackers to impersonate users and
access their protected resources, two severe and easily exploitable being the lack of
proper input validation and the failure to use SSL. Users will be oblivious to most of the
development mistakes a provider might make, including the few errors actually visible
to users, such as the absence of a secure SSL session during the authorisation step.
Concerned users should investigate the nature of the client-provider communication as
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well as whether their client is of a public or confidential nature. Careful users might
want to avoid using any type of public clients including those ran on mobile devices
and desktops. Even if the tokens and secrets would be compromised the user will find
some comfort in that his username and password of the provider was not compromised.
Since users frequently reuse their passwords on multiple sites this is one strong point
in favour of using OAuth.

Identification of one of the errors raised a large security concern, the issue of
providers failing to differentiate between different OAuth 2 grant types. An error based
on an even more distressing problem which was mentioned in the introduction, namely
the fact that very few developers have an adequate understanding of security. OAuth as
a protocol requires that the implementer understand the premises necessary for it to be
secure. A frequent misunderstanding of these premises happens when providers and
clients are using a confidential setup in a non-confidential environment, for example
using OAuth 1 in a JavaScript application or not using SSL, no matter the grant type,
in OAuth 2. Documentation included with the OAuthLib library has been added stress-
ing the differences between the different OAuth workflows, when they are suitable and
when they are not.

The nineteen identified errors validate my hypothesis in Chapter 2 in that there are
such common errors for OAuth providers. My assumption that most of those errors
could be mitigated by an OAuth library was not entirely accurate, although being able
to automatically prevent half is impressive. Moreover it, like many other studies before
it, proves the value of using a carefully crafted library whose developers have taken the
time and effort to thoroughly understand the topic.

As future work remains to develop an OAuth 2 provider class for OAuthLib based
on the mitigation techniques outlined in this report. Furthermore the test suite as well
as a number of documentation changes need to be merged into the main branch of
OAuthLib on GitHub.
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Appendix A

Alternative error identification
methods

This chapter is a summary of explored alternative error identification methods from
my preliminary study.

A.1 Exploring the National Vulnerability Database (NVD)

While searching the National Vulnerability Database for OAuth related vulnerabilities
is an option it is less feasible than the alternatives. This is because OAuth has not been
widely deployed yet resulting in very few vulnerabilities having been documented in
NVD. Furthermore the majority of vulnerabilities which are discovered are fixed in
secret and never published in the NVD.

A.2 Formal verification using modeling tools

The two OAuth protocol versions have both undergone formal verification in an at-
tempt to disclose weaknesses. While it is a very powerful method for verifying a
well specified system it is restricted when used for finding common errors. A formal
verification model facilitating adaption of different OAuth providers may yield valu-
able results. However this method of error identification would be limited to OAuth
providers able to disclose detailed information about their system.
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A.3 Whitebox testing actual OAuth providers

Whitebox testing assumes the internals of the system is well known and may use a
number of methods to measure security. It may for example analyse data-, control- or
information flows through the system, explore how exceptions are handled or perform
static source code analysis. Whitebox testing is a time consuming process which adapts
tools for a unique platform and configuration. As a result, this method is not suitable
for finding generic errors shared a long providers in a limited time frame. Furthermore,
OAuth providers are reluctant in allowing inspection at the level of detail required
for white box testing. Therefore this method would be limited to study only open
source OAuth provider implementations. These are currently not in widespread use
and consequently would not accurately depict common errors.

A.4 Blackbox testing actual OAuth providers

Blackbox testing, also known as penetration testing, is a method in which security tools
such as Nessus are used to attack a target. Blackbox testing assumes no knowledge of
the target system internals as attacks are executed against a fully configured system
running staging or production code. Blackbox testing would require the development
of a set of exploits which are then run against a number of OAuth providers, naturally
this would require the consent of each provider. Blackbox testing is likely to return
few if any successful attacks on large service providers such as Google, Facebook and
Twitter but may give an idea of common errors for smaller service providers. However
this method is lacking since, similar to whitebox testing, it will only find unsolved
errors, already made and resolved errors will not be found.
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Appendix B

OAuth provider workflows

B.1 OAuth 1 RFC 5489 Workflow

Request Verification

Figure B.1: Request Verification

An OAuth provider must verify all client requests. The specification outlines a
number of requirements, for example

• the signature must be recalculated and compared to the client provided one,

• nonces may only be used once and

• tokens must be valid and associated with the client.

Details regarding how these requirements should be implemented are left unspecified
and up to the provider. A high level abstraction of what such a verification process
might look like has been outlined in Figure B.1.
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Clients send HTTP or HTTPS requests to the OAuth provider with each containing
a number of parameters in either the URI query component, the authorization header
or the request body. The provider may require extra parameters to be included either
in the URI query component or in the request body. The oauth_token parameter
must be present whenever a client requests an access token or a protected resource.

Missing or invalid parameters should cause the request to fail with a HTTP 400
Bad Request response returned. Parameter verification will include pattern matching
and string comparisons but no calculations.

All requests include a unique and unused nonce and timestamp pair. The OAuth
provider must store all used nonce/timestamp pairs but may delete them after a time
period that should be clearly documented in the service documentation. Data retrieval,
string comparisons and time calculations will be necessary.

Providers must ensure that the client is valid and allowed to make requests, as
opposed to deactivated. If the request includes the oauth_token parameter further
data retrieval may be necessary in order to validate the token.

The oauth_signature parameter is verified by recalculating the signature from
the request or verifying it with a public key. Recalculating the signature will gener-
ally require the use of a client secret and possibly also a token secret. The ability
to recalculate signatures using secrets requires that the provider can access secrets in
plaintext. Signature verification requires complex cryptographic calculations, string
concatenation and encoding, as well as data retrieval.

OAuth Temporary Credentials Request

Figure B.2: OAuth Temporary Credentials Request

Clients must obtain a request token prior to requesting resource owner authori-
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sation. Request tokens are obtained by sending a signed request to the documented
temporary credentials endpoint. Upon passing request verification the OAuth provider
will generate a non-guessable request token, and possibly a token secret.

During this step the client should also supply a callback, to be used in the next
step, unless a callback has previously been registered through other means. These are
outside the specification but will in most cases be through a web form on the OAuth
provider’s website available to authenticated clients.

Resource Owner Authorisation

Figure B.3: Resource Owner Authorisation

1. OAuth providers must ensure that when resource owners are redirected to autho-
rise, they must first be authenticated. Resource owner authentication is outside
the specification but generally involve a login process or identity cookie.

2. The authorisation endpoint URI to which the resource owner is redirected is
extended with the previously obtained request token. The request token will
be essential in retrieving stored client information. This information, which is
generally provided during client registration, is displayed in the resource owner
user-agent and may include links, files, text as well as the client identifier.

3. Upon authorisation the provider will generate A verifier, which is a string of
random characters, to be included in the callback URI previously supplied by
the client. It is paramount that verifiers are non-guessable and they should only
be stored for a limited, but unspecified time.
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4. Finally, the resource owner is redirected to the callback URI. If during previous
steps the callback was found to be invalid then the user should be informed about
the error and must not be redirected.

Token Credentials Request

Figure B.4: Token Credentials Request

The resource owner is returned to the client application which then proceed to ex-
tract the verifier code from the URI query. Using this verifier as well as the request
token from before the client may now request an access token through a signed re-
quest to the access token endpoint. After verifying the signed request the provider will
perform the following steps.

7. The verifier code is validated and verified to have been assigned the client in
question.

8. The provider proceeds to generate a non-guessable access token consisting of a
string of random characters. The acces token should ideally only be stored for a
limited time but in practice providers generally choose to never invalidate access
tokens. In addition to the access token, a non-guessable token secret is generated
and associated with the access token, this task may be omitted if the RSA-SHA1
signature method is employed.

9. Finally, the provider returns an HTTP 200 OK response in which a number of
parameters are included in the request body. At minimum the body will contain
the oauth_token(access token) and oauth_token_secret(access token
secret) parameters but frequently include non OAuth related parameters too.
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Accessing Protected Resources

Client access protected resources using the obtained access token in signed requests.
The OAuth provider must ensure that valid access tokens are supplied whenever pro-
tected resources are accessed. The provider must also ensure that access to the pro-
tected resources have been authorised by the resource owner.

B.2 OAuth 2 - Authorisation Code Grant

Authorisation code request

Figure B.5: Authorisation code request

The authorisation grant workflow is similar to the OAuth workflow but with three
important differences; transport layer security is mandated, requests are not signed and
request tokens are not needed to construct the authorisation endpoint URI.

1. The client initiates a HTTPS request in which at minimum two parameters are
supplied, response_type and client_id.
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2. If either the redirection_uri or the client_id parameter is invalid the
resource owner will be warned.

3. All clients must be verified, anonymous clients are not supported. If a redirec-
tion endpoint was supplied in step 1 it must be verified to be correct through
means outside the specification. A previously registered redirection endpoint
will be used in the upcoming steps if the redirection_uri parameter was
not supplied.

4. All resource owners must authenticate through means outside the specification
before granting access to their protected resources.

5. Resource owner authorisation is in general obtained through a resource owner
submitted web form. Such a form may include the client_id as well as
client provided information such as links, text and images. The client provided
information will be retrieved using the client_id.

6. Upon authorisation a non-guessable authorisation code, consisting of random
characters, will be generated by the provider. The code should be stored for a
limited but unspecified time. Resources access tied to the access token may be
restricted using the optional scope parameter. Providers must ensure that clients
can not require access to scope outside their limits. If a scope was not supplied
a default scope should be bound to the token.

7. If an error occurred in any of the previous steps an error response, which may
give a detailed description about the error and a link to further information, will
be returned. Both error parameters and normal parameters are supplied in the
query component of the redirection endpoint URI. All responses will include the
client provided state parameters if it was supplied.

Token request

Access tokens and refresh tokens will be provided to authentic confidential clients able
to supply a valid authorisation code.

1. Clients initiate a HTTPS request to the token endpoint, supplying two mandatory
parameters grant_type and code. An optional redirect_uri parameter
must be supplied if it was included in the authorisation code request.
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Figure B.6: Token request

2. If any of the mandatory parameters are missing or invalid the provider should
respond with a HTTP 400 Bad Request error response.

3. The authorisation could should be retrieved from storage and verified. If the
redirection_uri parameter was present in the authorisation code request it must be
equal to the one supplied in the token request. If any of these two requirements
fail the server may issue either a HTTP 400 Bad Request response or a HTTP
401 Unauthorised response.

4. An access token and a refresh token will be generated, both consist of a random
sequence of characters. The probability of guessing either should be less than
2−128 and preferably less than 2−160. Both tokens should be stored either in per-
sistent or temporary storage. Furthermore, the specification recommends setting
a limited, but unspecified, lifetime to all access tokens.

5. Finally, a HTTP 200 OK response will be returned to the client. The response
body will contain a number of application/json encoded parameters including
access token, its lifetime in seconds, a refresh token and which type of token the
access token is.

B.3 OAuth 2 - Implicit Grant

The implicit grant is used in user-agent based public clients. These clients can not
be securely authenticated by the OAuth provider and their access should be limited
accordingly. For example, public clients should not be issued refresh tokens.

Step 1 - 5 is identical to those in authorisation code request.
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Figure B.7: Implicit Grant

7. Similar to step 4 in token request a non-guessable access token will be generated
and stored. No refresh token will be generated.

8. Access tokens are provided in the fragment part of the redirect URI, unlike the
authorisation code in the Authorisation grant workflow which is provided in the
URI query. The fragment will contain the access token as well as its type and
lifetime in seconds.

B.4 OAuth 2 - Resource Owner Credentials Grant

The resource owner credentials grant is intended for transitions from legacy systems
which are still heavily relying on the resource owner to supply their credentials. This
authorisation model requires that resource owners surrender their credentials which
renders an authorisation step like those in the Authorisation Code grant and Implicit
grant unnecessary.

1. After obtaining the resource owner username and password the client initiates
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Figure B.8: Resource Owner Credentials Grant

an HTTPS request to the authorisation endpoint. Parameters grant_type,
username and password are mandatory and, similar to previous workflows,
scope is optional.

2. Missing or invalid parameters should result in a HTTP 400 Bad Request re-
sponse.

3. The username and password is verified. If scope is supplied it should be verified
to be inside the allowed scope and if it’s omitted a default scope should be used.
If any of these two requirements fail the provider may issue a HTTP 400 Bad
Request response or a HTTP 401 Unauthorised response.

4. An access token and a refresh token will be generated, both consisting of a ran-
dom sequence of characters. The probability of guessing either should be less
than 2−128 and preferably less than 2−160. Both tokens should be stored either
in persistent or temporary storage. Furthermore, the specification recommends
setting a limited, but unspecified, lifetime to all access tokens.

5. Finally, a HTTP 200 OK response will be returned to the client. The response
body will contain a number of application/json encoded parameters including
access token, its lifetime in seconds, a refresh token and which type of token the
access token is.

B.5 OAuth 2 - Client Credentials Grant

The client credentials grant requires that the provider and client have previously agreed
on setting up a high trust relationship. This type of workflow is suitable for services co-
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Figure B.9: Client Credentials Grant

operating inside one organisation, for example GMail transparently employing Google
Storage without requiring explicit authorisation from the user.

In this workflow neither explicit resource owner authorisation nor credentials are
used, instead access tokens will be supplied to authenticated clients. How this authen-
tication is done is outside the specification. Providers should not issue refresh tokens
to clients using this workflow.

B.6 OAuth 2 - Bearer token resource access

Figure B.10: Bearer token resource access

The standard method of providing access tokens in OAuth 2 is through the use
of bearer tokens. It is a simple process in which the access token is supplied in the
authorisation header, URI query component or the request body. OAuth providers may
choose to only support one of the three methods of supplying tokens. Naturally all
access tokens must be verified.
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B.7 OAuth 2 - MAC token resource access

Figure B.11: MAC token resource access

MAC Access Authentication tokens are more complex than Bearer tokens due to
the use of cryptographic signatures. MAC tokens are similar to OAuth 1 signatures
and providers must ensure that nonces are only used once. The client provided MAC
signatures should be verified through recalculation and comparison, where the former
operation involves parsing request URIs and bodies as well as cryptographic signing
using a shared secret key. Note that these shared keys are provided together with access
tokens and may be used in any of the authorisation workflows, although their use in the
Implicit Code grant is not recommended. In addition the shared keys must be available
in plaintext.

As of this writing the MAC specification had two versions, 00 and 01, which were
in conflict in several places. Furthermore the editor of the draft had recently quit,
leaving the specification unmaintained.

B.8 OAuth 1 Client registration

All clients register with the OAuth provider in order to obtain their client credentials.
The specification leaves the details of implementing client registration to the provider.
Upon registration they will also be presented with a set of supported signature methods.
In the case of HMAC-SHA1 the client is also provided with a shared secret which
should be kept strictly confidential.

Clients wishing to utilise the RSA-SHA1 signature method will need to provide a
public key certificate to the provider. This public key is necessary for the provider to
cryptographically verify signatures. Providers may either allow the client to upload the
file directly or to copy the base64 encoded key into a form.
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Clients may supply text, images and links which may be shown to resource owners
on the client authorisation page. This helps ensure resource owners they are granting
access to the client they intended, for example the resource owner may be asked to
grant read access to “Hungry Hippos Inc.” rather than “client id #439855”. This
information is usually provided through a web form in which images might be directly
linked to or uploaded.

OAuth providers may allow clients to use any of the three signature methods or
restrict it to a subset. All signature methods require the client to be of confidential
nature and the responsibility to keep secrets secret lies with the client. While it is
highly recommended to use transport layer security for all signature methods, only
the plaintext signature method would directly expose the shared secret during insecure
transport.

B.9 OAuth 2 Client registration

Client registration in OAuth 2 is similar to OAuth in that clients provide text, images
and links to help resource owners identify them. However the need to provide shared
secrets or obtain keys is not necessary. Instead OAuth 2 introduces a new set of choices
for both the provider and client.

OAuth 2 providers are free to choose any of four grant types to support, all in-
tended for different purposes and with different security models in mind. New clients
allowed to use only one of the supported grant types and must ensure their chosen
client profile is suitable for their intended use. Clients requiring several grant types
must register multiple independent clients, one for each type of grant. None of the
grant types requires further information to be provided by the client.

B.10 Registration of redirection endpoints

In both OAuth and OAuth 2 clients may supply redirection URIs to which the resource
owner will be redirected after authorising access to the client. OAuth providers may
allow clients to register a number of redirection URIs, one of which may be used as a
default if redirections URIs are omitted in requests.
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Appendix C

Whitelisting ruleset

Whitelisting is the recommended mitigation technique for a large number of attacks,
including several of those outlined in Section 4. It verifies that input meets a set of
strict rules, unlike blacklisting which only verifies that input does not match a set of
rules. A carefully thought out and thorough whitelisting ruleset is difficult to bypass
and often includes a range of pattern matching rules. For example against a predefined
length, number range, character set, formatting or type. Whitelisting validation only
succeed if and only if all requirements are met.

OAuth providers enjoy the luxery of being able to control allowed input at a fine
grained level. This enables the development of a whitelisting ruleset which effectively
mitigates a number of common attacks. The complete ruleset can be seen in Table C.1.

Input types

RS is a string of random characters and digits. RS length is set by the provider and it
is recommended to set both upper and lower length limits. If a certain encoding
is strictly mandated throughout the application and non conforming requests are
failed rather than attempting encoding conversion then there is little to no possi-
bility of using RS to perform injection or traversal attacks. Care should be taken
however with OS commands even for strictly alphanumeric strings.

UNIX Timestamp measure the time in seconds since Thursday, January 1, 1970 and
are not going to be larger than 10 integers in the near future (roughly year 2287).
Timestamps will always be positive integers.

URIs are difficult to verify and normally require testing the URI itself in a safe envi-
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ronment to diagnose whether it might be malicious or not. For example could
image src attribute links of an img tag be verified by requesting the image in a
sandboxed environment and inspect the result.

String input will belong to three categories. Two in which the string must be one
of a predefined set of strings, either defined in the OAuth protocol or defined
by the OAuth provider. The latter includes all input with a length of Y. Third
are strings of unknown length and character entropy, although encoding can be
required by the provider. Luckily there are only two input parameters that match
these properties, username and password. Usernames can be required to adhere
to a certain scheme and validated accordingly. Passwords should be hashed and
an adequately secure hash functions can safely work on any input length and
content.
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# Related parameters Length Type

1 oauth_consumer_key Y RS
2 oauth_callback X URI
3 oauth_nonce Y RS
4 oauth_signature_method 8 or 9 rsa-sha1, hmac-sha1, plaintext
5 oauth_signature X or 20 Depends on signature method being used
6 oauth_timestamp 10 UNIX timestamp
7 oauth_token Y RS
8 oauth_version 3 1.0
9 oauth_verifier Y RS

10 client_id Y RS
11 code Y RS
12 response_type 4 or 5 code, token,
13 grant_type 8 or 18 authorization_code, password,

client_credentials
14 redirect_uri X URI
15 scope Y String
16 state Y RS
17 access_token Y RS
18 refresh_token Y RS
19 username X String
20 password X String
21 id Y RS
22 ts 10 UNIX timestamp
23 nonce Y RS
24 ext Y String
25 mac 20 or 32 RS

Table C.1: OAuth whitelisting rule set. X represents an unknown length and Y a fixed
length set by OAuth providers.
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